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Breaking Our Bonds and Reaffirming Our Connections
Maxine Hairston I'm very honored to be here today. Presiding over this meeting as your chair a moving occasion for me because CCCC is an organization that has chang my life and shaped my career. I date that career from the first CCCC meetin I attended in New Orleans twelve years ago. At the time, although I was director of freshman English at the University of Texas, I didn't consider my self a professional writing teacher. Rather I saw myself as an assistant profes trained in literature who had asked to run the writing program and got it be cause no one else in the department wanted it. At the New Orleans meet however, I discovered that other people were also interested in teaching w ing, that it was actually a discipline that had journals and a body of sch arship, and that it offered the possibility of an exciting career. That career h been more rewarding than I could have imagined twelve years ago.
When I look back on those twelve years in our profession, I find the amazing. We have achieved a kind of national recognition that didn't se possible in 1973. We now have at least a dozen nationally recognized grad programs granting degrees in rhetoric and compositon, and more are being es tablished every year. We are teaching courses in rhetorical history and theory that didn't exist ten years ago. Many departments are also adding position rhetoric and composition in their departments. In fact, the job market f rhetoric and composition faculty, both senior and junior, is excellent. W have dozens of regional writing projects for school teachers that have gro out of James Gray's Bay Area Writing Project, and writing across the curricu lum has become a by-word in colleges and universities all over the count We have at least half a dozen new journals focusing on writing and the te ing of writing, and in the past few years several scholars in the field have be awarded major grants for improving the teaching of writing. Membershi CCCC and attendance at conventions are at an all-time high, and the new ple coming into the profess who are generating theories the discipline. We have also many ways I think the clim been.
But most encouraging to me ing of writing. The teachin teachers whom I supervise, writing workshops around t started that there is no com confident, enthusiastic, and ways delighted at how many Kansas, or McAllen, Texas, o So I think that as a professio from a broad perspective on that may seem like a rose-col ing teachers from the narrow tions. There we often find dominate so many departme tles: battles to get hard mone programs for training writin courses with underpaid, low tion often makes you feel li out assault and think you'r clears, nothing has changed. I could cite a dozen similar lustrate that we in the com agree. We do. But our expe ment. One can look at how one can look at the barriers however-and once more the that a major reason we get close to home: in our own d studies itself. And we are h cause they are so immediate logical bonds to the people wh to make the writing progra and can be.
I think the time has come to break those bonds-not necessarily physically, although in some cases that may be a good idea-but emotionally and intellectually. I think that as rhetoricians and writing teachers we will come of age and become autonomous professionals with a discipline of our own only if we can make a psychological break with the literary critics who today dominate the profession of English studies. Until we move out from behind their shad-ows and no longer accept their definition of what our pr are not going to have full confidence in our own miss sionalism. I agree that logically we should not have to should not be split between a commitment to teachin mitment to teaching writing. After all, what could be m studies than teaching people to write? But logic has l consideration in this dispute. I think that for the lite issue is power; they do not want to relinquish their c For us, I think the issue is survival. We must cut ou dence in order to mature.
In some ways, of course, we have made the separation. We are earning our living teaching writing, and we do have our own professional meetings and journals and a developing body of scholarship. We have a sense of purpose and a camaraderie that energizes the profession. But I also see us stunted in our growth because we are not able to free ourselves from needing the approval of the literature people. We've left home in many ways, but we haven't cut the cord. We still crave love.
For example:
We keep trying to find ways to join contemporary literary theory with composition theory. Such a goal makes sense in many ways, but people who are trying to achieve it seem to be on a one-way street-they are eager to find ways by which we can use literary theory in the teaching of writing, but I hear no one talking about using what we know about writing processes to help us teach literature. Nor do I see any prospect of setting up a dialogue with the literary critics on this matter because they don't know writing theory and, as far as I know, are making no attempt to learn.
Moreover, I suspect that in many of the articles which try to link literary theory and composition theory, the authors, perhaps unconsciously, have purposes that go beyond developing new ideas about the teaching of writing. They also want to show their former mentors that even though they are now composition teachers, their hearts are still pure. They do that by demonstrating that they have read the scholarship of deconstructionism and semiotics and take it seriously. By bringing in the magic names-Cullers, Fish, Hartman, and Derrida-they signal that they have not abandoned the faith.
We have also shown our insecurity by the effusive welcomes we have given several eminent literary scholars who, distressed about the quality of their students' writing, have now and then joined forces with us to contribute their ideas about teaching writing. Their efforts were honest but had little major impact; after all, their primary interests lay elsewhere. Still, without waiting for them to prove themselves by conference papers or committee work, we eagerly asked them to be keynote speakers and panelists, telling ourselves that if we could get them on our side, others in the literary establishment would take us more seriously and pay attention to our new discipline. The establishment, however, seems to have paid little attention. We are not being published in their journals, and they are not seeking to be published in ours. The fact that as writing teachers we are useful to them-indeed, that they probably couldn't survive without us-only makes them more contemptuous. They see us in a service role; we do the work they don't want to do. and when we accept their definition of writing courses as service courses, we ourselves denigrate what we do and buy into their value system. We take on the martyr role of faithful but underpaid and undervalued caretakers who make it possible for the elite to survive. Too often, like so many caretakers, we rationalize and romanticize our role.
Another enduring feature of traditional English departments-and, in fact, of the academic world in general-is that the faculty tends to take a Platonic view of the world, detached and slightly contemptuous of daily work and everyday concerns. Typically, academics are introverted, contemplative sorts who prefer, as Bertrand Russell says, to work in "that happy realm of exactness where pure thought can disport itself in freedom." In English studies they can come closest to finding those happy realms by focusing on writing from the past and by resolutely claiming that any practical enterprise, such as teaching technical or expository writing, is not a legitimate concern of a department of literature.
It is also clear that the scholar-critics in most departments don't believe in the teaching of writing as a discipline. They are uninterested in what we have learned about teaching writing and believe we have nothing to teach them. Some of them openly dismiss our research and scholarship as trivial. Anyone who has taught writing-across-the-curriculum workshops will tell you that the English faculty are the least likely to attend and the most difficult to work with when they do attend. Now I know I am generalizing and that not everyone whose primary interst is teaching and writing about literature fits the stereotype I have drawn. Almost every department has many thoughtful and open-minded scholars who enjoy teaching both literature and writing and do both reasonably well. They tend not to be the faculty who are politically active, however; usually they just want to be left alone to pursue their scholarship. The politically active literary critics, on the other hand, are "full of passionate intensity" and have an effect that belies their numbers. If we are going to hold our own against them, the We perceive an exigence--we see that much of the writing in o ments is being badly taught by untrained and overworked peopl affected literature specialists who see their students as hopeless il see our students being short-changed, and we want to change th want the literature faculty to recognize the value of what we are doi commit themselves to supporting writing programs and writing those are our needs, not theirs, and they're not paying any attention they until we force them to do so.
Nor do I think that in most institutions we are dealing with who is capable of being influenced by our discourse or who shar premises about teaching writing. From my experience in doing fa shops, from talks I have heard at regional and national conference discussions I have had with colleagues across the country, I have that most literature faculty do not want to hear what we have to say ready know a priori that the best way to teach writing is to have stu good literature and write about it. Their cry is that otherwise the co no content, and they refuse to concede that the content of a writing language and how it works. They have no interest in the new pa stresses working with students during the writing process and th the insights of cognitive psychology about how people learn. The teach writing by talking about literature in a teacher-centered classr In many institutions, it's clear that a majority of the English faculty do not share our conviction that English departments hav tion to teach people to write. If students do not already know ho when they get to college, they hold, that is somebody else's fau shouldn't have to deal with it. It's much easier to invoke the m "rigorous standards" and proclaim that since students should hav write in high school, freshman English is a remedial course that w have to teach. So this is the first lesson we have to learn: THEY'RE NOT LISTENING. We are wasting our energy pummeling at them and trying to get them to acknowledge our claims or our merit. As long as we do that, we are playing their game. And it's a game we can't win because they made the rules and they are the referees.
My second suggestion is that we quit wasting our time being angry. Getting angry can be useful at times, particularly if it helps one get rid of illusions and decide to take action, but staying angry consumes too much energy. When we let people keep us in an uproar, we give them too much importance and risk assuming that they are more powerful than they really are. The mandarins aren't really as monolithic and secure as we give them credit for being. Their world has changed a great deal in the past decade: fewer students are enrolling in their courses, their graduate students can't find jobs, and most of the professors themselves are no longer mobile. The openings in literature just aren't there. It's not surprising that they feel threatened by our new success. I suspect, moreover, that many of them know that they're like dinosaurs standing around waiting for the weather to change, that things are never really going to be the same again. But instead of trying to shout them down, I think we will do better to spend our energy building our own reputations and enhancing our status outside of our departments instead of over-reacting to hostility at home.
Our third important task is the same one that women and minorities have faced in the last two decades: we must pay attention to what our inner selves tell us, find our own values and listen to our own voices-values and voices that are not against someone else, but for ourselves. We must no longer try to be "good" by trying to live up to someone else's visions for us by saying, "Tell me what you want me to be and I'll be it. I want to please you." If we do that, when we win, we lose.
Instead, we need to listen to our voices when they tell us what is true for us even when those messages conflict with the conventional wisdom in which we have been schooled. For instance, our voices may be telling us that teaching freshmen is more rewarding than teaching graduate students; that our students are not illiterates, but intelligent, competent young people who like to write; that writing courses are not service courses, but courses in the exercise of a primary intellectual activity; that we value writing textbooks as much as we value writing scholarly books because we value teaching as much as we do scholarship. Especially we should pay attention to our own feelings when they confirm a response that some of us used to be ashamed to admit: that we genuinely enjoy teaching the writing courses that other faculty profess to despise. We must listen to our different drummer and pay attention.
For we are different. As writing teachers we are engaged in a dynamic and loosely-structured activity that involves intensive interaction with people. It is an activity that is tied to living language, that shifting and ambiguous medium that won't stand still to be examined and is never pure, and it is an ac-tivity that focuses on teachin no predictably precise outcom essarily so. And it's one tha situational, and personal. But once we have establish lenge of establishing our d community and in the comm that challenge, we must take We also have to publish: useful to remember that p recognition and advance the build the self-esteem and con in an enterprise, and it giv our institution that most of the writers and doers in a pr other and get the important in a vital activity. As scholars and writers, we our conferences, our publicat first-class work in all our div realize that ours is a human Lewis Thomas calls "physic only empirical experiments validated. If we do that we that are so limited that wh teachers.
Indeed, it is precisely becau dards that we have to set exa ough, and informed invest tions, to examine data-e sensitively and meticulously, too much for our findings. W scholarship that will make earn us the respect of schola lenges now is to develop guid Second, we have to extend not only to linguistics, phil nication, but to less obviously connected fields such and even the arts. Since rhetoric is a way of learning, ev enterprise involves writing and rhetoric, and we can lear and help others in all disciplines. And by establishing ibility outside of English departments, we stand to impr the whole university community.
Finally, we need to reach beyond our immediate wo tions with business, industry, technology, and the gover tions are running a giant educational operation, and w both to learn from them and to contribute to their e with them, we can take an active part in shaping today's If we can do all of this, we may get our literary co their respect as they realize that we have gained credibili side of the department, and that we no longer look t worth. Then they may begin to change their attitude us after all, and that we should work together to reso that may not happen, too. Then what? Is separation the o Not necessarily, but at that point I think we shoul Probably most composition and rhetoric faculty would pr filiation to English departments, and I think that that can stay as equals. It is not a good solution if the patriarc departments continues to deny English departments' r ing undergraduates to write, to demean our work, and tem in favor of literary criticism. We now have too those conditions.
As a group, one of our choices might be to work directly with a sympathetic chairman to get what we want for our writing programs; often department chairs are more practical than their faculty and want broad-based programs that serve undergraduate needs. Another option may be to enlist the help of a dean or provost who realizes how important the writing program is to the college or university. Composition faculty can also consolidate their position and expand their influence by working together to get national grants that will catch the attention of the upper administration. And in departments that have three or four rhetoric and composition faculty now and are hiring more, the answer may be "Be patient." As the new generation takes over, the power will shift.
Our most radical option, of course, would be to petition to split the composition and rhetoric program from the English department and form a department of rhetoric. If we do that, we could be helping to initiate what James Kinneavy has called the return of rhetoric from exile.3 Rhetorical studies held the center of humanistic studies until the seventeenth century, and were a major component in American departments of English until early in the twentieth century. Then the same kind of dispute between those who wanted to focus their efforts exclusively on the study of literature and those who wanted to include th caused those committed to communication. Perhaps it ing freshman English wit speech communication and language and communicat relevant in our modern so most difficult; to me, at th If you as an individual w hopeless, and you think y difficult to find other, m college or university. Not described, and many are e ones. You might also consid schools at your university writing program that wo could become a technical w firm; you could try to brea writing and publicity for energetic and skillful teac tions open. To be sure, the up some of the bonuses of vacations, the contact wit challenges and satisfaction nancial.
For anyone, these are dra are no guarantees and not in anger and frustration i mate is going to change if instead of wait for it, if we a recognized and respected lieve in ourselves and in w chance and break with the p we can make it without the be able to participate in th "We no longer need your long as we're afraid, we'll lo I hope that we will emerge willing to take a stand affir and that we intend to put o 
